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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let (W, S) be a finite Coxeter system [l, Chap. 41. This means that W 
is a finite group with a set S of involutory generators, and that W has defining 
relations of the form 
(SS’)mw) = 1, s, s’ E s, 
for certain positive integers m(s, s’). If J is a subset of S, let W, be the sub- 
group generated by J. Let yJ be the character of W induced by the principal 
character of W, . If J and K are subsets of S, the Mackey formula for the 
product of induced characters [3, Theorem 44.31 tells us that ~~~ is a sum 
of certain induced characters, where the summation index ranges over 
the double coset space W,\W/W, . In a Coxeter group we have precise 
information about these double cosets so that the Mackey formula may be 
written in a more explicit way. 
For w E W let Z(w) denote the length of w as a word in the elements of S. 
Each (W, , W,) double coset contains a unique element of minimal length 
[l, Chap. 4, Exercise 1.31. Thus W,\W/ W, has a distinguished cross section 
which we denote X,, . In case J is empty we write X, = X,, for the 
distinguished cross section of W/W, . We shall prove in Lemma 2 of Sec- 
tion 2 that if x E X,, , then x-lW,x n W, = W, for some subset L of S. 
Thus the Mackey formula says 
where aJKL is the number of elements x E X,, such that x-lW,x n W, = 
W, . In particular, the Z-module 
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is a ring, a subring of the character ring of W. Summations over indices 
J, K L.. are understood to be over all subsets of S unless indication is 
given to the contrary. 
In this paper we prove an analog of this Mackey formula inside the integral 
group ring H[W]. The characters FJ are replaced by certain elements 
XJ E Z[ W], the Z-module 
is a ring, and the Z-linear map which carries XJ to VJ is a ring homomorphism 
from A onto B. 
THEOREM 1. Let ( W, S) be a finite Coxeter system. If K is a subset of S 
let X, be the distinguished CYOSS section for WI W, . Let 
XK - c w. 
WSX, 
If J, K, L are subsets of S, let X,, be the distinguished cross section for W,\ WI W, 
and let aJKL be the number of elements x E X,, such that x-l W,x n W, = W, . 
Then 
XJXK = c aJKLxL. (1.2) 
Thus A = C Zx, is a subving of Z[W] and the Z-linear map 0 defined by 
Ox, = vJ is a ring homomorphism from A onto B = C Zp?r . 
One can characterize X, as the set of all x E W such that l(xs) > l(x) 
for all s E K [I, Chap. 4, Exercise 1.31. Thus, if we let YK be the set of all 
y E W such that I( ys) > l(y) for all s E K and 1( ys) < l(y) for all s E S - K, 
we have a disjoint union 
XK = (J YJ . 
J>K 
Thus setting 
YK = 1 w, 
tiler, 
we have 
xK = c YJ, 
J>K 
and hence by Mobius inversion [5] 
yJ = c (-l)IK-J/X, 
KJJ 
(1.3) 
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Since the sets Y, are disjoint, the elements yJ are linearly independent 
over Z and hence so are the elements x1 . Thus 
A = @ HXJ = @ ZyJ . 
It follows then from our theorem that there exist integers bJKL such that 
YJYK = 1 bx,Y,. (1.4) 
Since the sets YJ are disjoint, the bJKL are positive. As J. Tits showed me 
(see the Appendix), the relations (1.2) and (1.4) have simple geometric 
interpretations and can, on the basis of [8], be given short proofs. 
In Section 2 we prove a theorem about Coxeter systems, which, in case 
W is finite, amounts to formula (1.2) and hence to Theorem 1. In Section 3 
we describe the kernel of 0. In Section 4 we apply Theorem 1 to give a 
new proof of a known formula for the sign character of W [4] and one of its 
generalizations [5]. 
2. PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
To prove formula (1.2) and hence Theorem 1, we must show for each 
z E W that the coefficient of z on the left-hand side of the formula is equal 
to the coefficient of .z on the right. The coefficient of z in x,x, is the number 
of pairs (a, b) with a E X, , b E X, , and ab = z. This is 1 X;ix n X, I, 
where X;’ = (x-l: x E X,} and 1 1 denotes cardinality. Let 
S(z) = {s E s: Z(x) > Z(z)}. 
Thus z E XL if and only if L C S(z). Let X;,, be the set of all x E X,, 
for which x-l W,x n W, = W, . The coefficient of z on the right-hand 
side of (1.2) is Crcscz) 1 X,,, I. Thus we must prove 
The formula (2.1) is an immediate consequence of the following theorem 
on Coxeter systems which requires no finiteness hypothesis. 
THEOREM 2. Let (W, S) be a Coxeter system. Let J and K be subsets of S. 
For w E W, let C(w) = W,wW, be the double coset containing w. Let z E W. 
Then the mu&&g w + C(w) is a bijection from X;‘z n X, to ULcscz) C,,, , 
where CJKL is the set of all C(x) with x E X,,, . 
481/41/2-Z 
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Theorem 2 is a consequence of Lemmas l-6. Lemma 1 appears in 
[I, Chap. 4, Exercise 1.31. Lemma 2 was announced in [7, p. 261 and appears, 
in geometric form, in [8, Sect. 12.21. We give an algebraic argument for 
the reader who is not familiar with the geometric language of [8]. 
LEMMA 1. (i) If x E X,, and w E C(x), then there exist elements a E W, 
and b E W, such that w = axb and Z(w) = Z(a) f Z(x) f Z(b). 
(ii) Every element of W may be written uniquely in the form xb, where 
XEX, and bEWK. If x E X, and b E W, , then Z(xb) = Z(x) + Z(b). If 
x E Xi’ and a E W, , then Z(ax) = Z(a) + Z(x). 
(iii) X,, = X;’ n X, . 
LEMMA 2. Let x E X,, . Then x-l W,x n W, = W, , where L = 
x-1 JX n K. 
Proof. Let w E x-lW,x n W, and argue w E W, by induction on Z(w). 
The assertion is clear for Z(w) = 0 so assume Z(w) 3 1. Then K is non- 
empty. If Z(ws) > Z(w) for all s E K, then w E X, n W, so w = 1. Thus 
we may choose s E K such that Z(ws) < Z(w). By hypothesis, we may write 
xw = vx for some zi E W, . Lemma l(iii) and our hypothesis tell us that 
xEX;lnX,. By Lemma l(ii), 
Z(vxs) = Z(xws) = Z(x) + Z(ws) 
< Z(x) + Z(w) = Z(xw) = Z(vx). 
Say Z(v) = p and Z(x) = q. Write v = si ... s, and x = sptl ... s~+~ , where 
the si are in S. By [I, Chap. 4, Sect. 1, Proposition 7, Corollary 11, s1 ,..., s, 
are in J. Lemma l(ii) implies Z(VX) = p + q. Thus by [l, Chap. 4, Sect. 1, 
Proposition 41, there exists an integer j with 1 < j < p + q such that 
vxs = s1 *.* fj ... s,+, , where $ means that sj is to be deleted. If j > p 
we may cancel v on both sides to get xs = s,+r ... $ 1.. sytQ . Since C(xs) = 
C(x), this contradicts the minimality of Z(x). 
Thusj <p so vxs = sr ...J”i. .. s,x and thus xsx-l E W, . Since s E W, , 
Lemma l(ii) implies 
1 + Z(x-1) > Z(xs-1) = Z(x-1 . xsx-1) = Z(x-1) + Z(xsx-1). 
Thus Z(xsx-1) < 1 so xsx-l E S. Thus xsx-l E S n W, and from [l, Chap. 4, 
Sect. 1, Proposition 7, Corollary 21 we get xsx-l E J. Thus s E x-‘Jx and so 
s EL. Also ws E x-lW,x n W, so by induction ws E W, . Thus w = 
WS’SE w,. This completes the induction and proves that x-lW,x n W, c 
W, . The opposite inclusion is clear. 
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At this stage we can check Theorem 2 in case z = 1. Since S(1) = S 
we must show that the mapping x ---f C(x) is a bijection from Xi’ n X, 
to U C,,, . Let C E W,\WjW, . Write C = C(x) for some x E X,, . By 
Lemma 2, x E XJ,, for some subset L of S. Thus W,\Wj W, = (J C,,, . 
Since X;’ n X, is a cross section for tiTJ\W/W, the assertion is proved. 
LEMMA 3. Let x E X,, and let z E W. Let v be the unique element of W, 
such that 2x-l E X,v. Then 
x;l.z n XK n C(x) = {vx} if vx E XK; 
=O otherwise. 
Proof. Suppose XF’z n XK f7 C(x) is nonempty. Say it ,contains w. 
By Lemma l(i) we may write w = axb, where a E W, , b E W, , and Z(w) = 
Z(a) + Z(x) + Z(b). If b # 1 we may choose s E K with Z(bs) < Z(b). Then 
Z(ws) = Z(axbs) < Z(a) + Z(x) + Z(b) = Z(w). This contradicts the fact that 
WGX,. Thus b = 1. Then ax = w E X;-‘x so zx-l E X,a. Thus a = v 
and w = ztx. Conversely, if vx E X, then ux E X;‘z n X;, n C(x). 
LEMMA 4. Let s E S, let w E W, and let x E X, . Assume that Z(ws) > Z(w) 
and that wsw-l E W, . Then Z(xws) > Z(xw). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Say Z(x) = p and Z(w) = q. Write x = 
s1 “’ s, and w = s,+r ... s,+, , where the si are in S. Then [l, Chap. 4, 
Sect. 1, Proposition 41 there exists an integer i with 1 < i < p + q such 
that xws = s, ... & .*. sn+@. If i > p then ws = s9+r ... $ ... s,+, con- 
tradicting Z(ws) > Z(w). If i < p then xzus = sr ... & ..* SOW. Since x E X, 
and wszu-l E W, , Lemma l(ii) gives the contradiction 
p > Z(s, ... fi ... SD) = Z(x . wsw-1) = Z(x) + Z(wsw-1) > Z(x). 
LEMMA 5. Let s E S, let w E W, and let w’ = SW. If Z(w’) < Z(w) then 
S(w) c S(w’). 
Proof. Suppose the contrary. Then there exists s’ E S(w) such that 
s’ $ S(w’). Thus Z(ws’) > Z(w) > Z(w’) > Z(w’s’) = Z(sws’) so Z(ws’) > 1 + 
Z(sws’), a contradiction. 
LEMMA 6. Let z E W, let L C S(x), and let x E X,,, . Let a be the unique 
element of W, such that xx-l E X,a. Let w = ax. Then w E X;‘x n X, and 
C(w) = C(x). 
Proof. Since a E W, we have C(w) = C(x) and since zx-l E X,a we have 
w E Xi%. We must prove that w E X, . Argue by induction on Z(z). For 
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z = 1, we have a = 1 and thus w = x E X, , Assume Z(z) > 1. Then 
we may choose s G S such that Z(s.z) < Z(z). Let a’ = sz. Lemma 5 shows 
that S(z) C S(z’) so L C S(z’). Write x’& = ya’, where y E X, and u’ E W, . 
Let w’ = a’x. By induction w’ E X, , 
Suppose sy E X, . Then zx-l = sz’x-l = ~ya’ so a = a’. Thus w = 
w’ E X, and we are done. Thus we may assume that sy $ X, and hence 
there exists s’ E J with Z(sys’) < Z(sy). Since y E X, we have Z(y) < Z(ys’). 
Thus by [l, Chap. 4, Sect. 1.7(C)] we have sy = ys’. Thus zx-l = &x-r = 
syu’ = ys’a’. Since s’ E J we have s’u’ E W, and thus a = s’u’. Thus z = 
yux = yw and w = ax = s’u’x = s’w’. 
Suppose, arguing by contradiction, that w 4 X, . Then there exists 
s” E K such that Z(ws”) < Z(w). Thus Z(s’w’s”) < Z(s’w’). But w’ E X, so 
Z(w’) < Z(w’s”). Thus by [l, Chap. 4, Sect. 1.7(C)] we have w’s” = s’w’. 
This may be rewritten as u’xs” = s’u’x and thus s”x-l = x-l(a-ls’u). Since 
x-l E X, and a-%‘a is a nonidentity element of W, , Lemma l(ii) shows 
that we cannot have S”XP~ E X, . Thus there exists t E J such that Z(s”x-l) > 
Z(s”x-lt) so Z(xs”) > Z(txs”). On the other hand x-l E X, and t E J so Z(x-l) < 
Z(x-9) and thus Z(x) < Z(tx). Apply [l, Chap. 4, Sect. 1.7(C)] again to conclude 
xs” = tx. Now using the hypothesis L C S(z) we get 
S” = x-9x E x-l Jx n K = L C S(z). 
Thus Z(zs”) > Z(x). But 
,&’ = yws” G ywl = ys’w = syw = sx, 
so Z(sz) > Z(z), contradicting our choice of s. This completes the proof of 
Lemma 6. 
Now we can prove Theorem 2. Let z E W be fixed. Let 7 be the mapping 
from X;‘x n X, into W,\W/W, defined by T(W) = C(w). Suppose that 
w, w’ E X;% n X, and that C(w) = C(w’). Choose x E X,, n C(w). Then 
both w and w’ are in X;‘x n X, n C(x). But Lemma 3 shows that 1 X,-‘x n 
X, n C(x)\ < 1. Thus w = w’ and the mapping 7 is one to one. Next 
we show that the image of 7 is included in (JK-(z) C,,, . Let w E Xi’x n X, 
and choose x E X,, with C(w) = C(x). Lemma 2 shows that C(w) E C,,, , 
where L = x-l Jx n K and W, = x-lW,x n W, . We must prove that 
L C S(z). Since w E X;‘z n X, n C(x), Lemma 3 shows that w = ZIX for 
some v E W, . Let s EL. Since w E X, and s E K we have Z(ws) > Z(w). Since 
wsw-1 = vxsx-b-1 E v Jv-’ C W, , 
Lemma 4 applied with zw-l in place of x gives 
Z(m) = Z(xw-1 . ws) > Z(xw-1 * w) = Z(x). 
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Thus L _C S(x). Finally, to prove that T is surjective let C E C,,, , where 
L _C S(z). Write C = C(x) for some x E X,, . Since C E C,,, we have 
x E xx, . Let w be the element of X;‘.z n X, given by Lemma 6. Then 
T(W) = C(w) = C. This completes the proof of Theorem 2 and hence of 
Theorem 1. 
3. THE KERNEL OF B 
Assume from now on that W is finite. If J is a subset of S let c, be the 
product of the elements of J, taken in some order which is fixed once and 
for all. The conjugacy class of c, in W, , and hence in W, does not depend 
on the chosen order [l, Chap. 5, Sect. 6, Proposition 11. The group W 
has a faithful representation by orthogonal transformations of a Euclidean 
space E of dimension j S / in which the elements of S are represented by 
reflections [l, Chap. 5, Sect. 4, Proposition 91. If w E W let wE denote the 
corresponding linear transformation of E. 
LEMMA 7. Let J, K be subsets of S. If c, is conjugate to an element of W, 
then W, is conjugate to a subgroup of W,. . 
Proof. If x 6 W let 
A(x) = {y E W: ker(1 - yE) 2 ker(1 - x,)}, 
where 1 = 1, is the identity map of E. Then A(x) is a subgroup of W.l 
It follows at once from the definition that the subgroups A(x) have the 
properties (i) if y E A(x) then A(y) CA(x) and (ii) A(y-rxy) = y-lA(x)y 
for all x,y E W. By hypothesis, y-lcJy E W, for some y E W. If we can 
prove that A(c,) = W, for all subsets J of S then 
y-lwJy = y-lA(c,)y = A(y-lcJy) c A(+) = w, ) 
and we are done. For s E J, let H, be the hyperplane of E fixed by the reflec- 
tion s, . Let HJ = nseJ H, . Since each s E J fixes HJ so does cJ and thus 
ker(1 - (c~)~) 2 HJ . Since the linear forms which define the hyperplanes 
H, , s E J, are linearly independent, the argument given in [2, Lemma 21 
shows that dim kerf I - (c~)~) = 1 S 1 - 1 f ( = dim HJ. Thus ker(1 - 
(c,)J = HJ . Since an element of W fixes HJ if and only if it lies in W, 
[l, Chap. 5, Sect. 3, Proposition 11, it follows that A(c,) = W, . 
1 See [6] for an application of these subgroups outside the context of Coxeter groups. 
The argument used at the end of the proof of Theorem 3 of this paper is close to an 
argument used in the proof of the main theorem of [6]. 
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Let A, = A @ Q and B, = B @ Q, where Q is the field of rational 
numbers. Identify A, B with the subrings A @ Z, B @ Z of A,, BQ . 
Then 8, = 8 @ 1 is a homomorphism of Q-algebras which extends 0. 
THEOREM 3. The KerneE of 6’ is C Z(x, - x,), where the sum is extended 
over all pairs (J, K) of subsets of S such that W, is conjugate to W, in W. 
Furthermore ker 0, = C 62(x, - xK) is the radical of A, . 
Proof. Let R be the radical of A, . We prove the inclusions 
c Q(XJ - XK) C R C ker 8, _C C Q(xJ - xK). 
Let p be the regular representation of the group algebra Q[l$‘J. For J,L C S 
and w E W we have 
(WL)W = c aJLMXMw. 
Expand the right-hand side as a Q-linear combination of group elements. 
Since 1 E X, for all subsets M of S, the coefficient of w on the right-hand 
side is 
c aJLM = 1 w,\w/wL 1) 
where the equality follows from Lemma 2. Thus 
trace p(xJxL) = 1 W 1 1 W,\ W/ WL I. 
Suppose W, is conjugate to W, . Say W, = zW,.z+. Then C -+ XC, 
c E WAWWL 9 is a bijection from W,\W/ WL to W,\W/ WL so that 
1 W,\ W/ W, / = I W,\W/ W, 1. We conclude that trace p((xJ - xK)xL) = 0. 
Since the elements xL with L C S, span A, , we conclude that trace p((xJ - 
xK)a) = 0 for all a E AQ . Since p is faithful it follows that x, - x, E R. 
Thus C Q(x, - xK) CR. 
Since O,(A,) is isomorphic to an algebra of Q-valued functions on a 
finite set, it is semisimple. Thus Ao/ker 8, is semisimple and thus R C ker 0, . 
It remains to show that ker 8o CC Q(x, - xK). If J, K are subsets of S 
write J - K if W, is conjugate to W, in W. Let J1 ,..., JT represent the 
equivalence classes for this relation and number them so that 1 WJ, 1 > 
. ..>.IW,II.WriteWi=W,i,~,=~~i,ci=c,i.Supposea~kerBQ.Say 
a = C a.+J, aJEQ. 
Since vJ = yK when J N K we have 
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If we can prove that y1 ,..., vr are linearly independent over Q then 
&W-J; a, = 0 and it follows that a EC Q(x, - xK). 
Suppose then, that we have a relation xi’=, aiyi = 0, where ai E Q. Argue 
ai = 0 by induction on i. Suppose we have shown that a, = ... = aj-r = 0 
for some j 3 1. Then 
Suppose vi(cj) # 0 for some i > j. By definition of the induced character 
it follows that ci is conjugate to an element of Wi and hence, by Lemma 7, 
that Wi is conjugate to a subgroup of Wi . In particular, ( Wj j < 1 Wi /. 
But i > j so / Wj 1 3 1 Wi [ by our choice of numbering. Thus 1 Wj / = 
[ Wi 1 so Wi is conjugate to Wi and thus j = i. Thus aiyj(ci) = 0. But 
cj E Wj so am # 0 and thus aj = 0. This argument keeps the induction 
going once it has been started, and the induction may be started in the 
same way. This proves (3.1) and thus the second assertion of the theorem. 
It also proves that ker 0 CC Z(X, - +). Let a E ker 8. Then a E ker 8, . 
Formula (3.1) tells us that ker Bo is spanned over Q by the elements xJ - xJi , 
where i E {l,..., r} and J N Ji . Thus we may write 
where a, E Q. We may delete the terms with J = Ji from this sum. Since 
a E A and the elements x, , J C S, are a Z-basis for A it follows that a, E Z. 
This completes the proof. 
4. CHARACTER FORMULAS 
Let E be the sign character of W, defined by E(W) = ( -1)z(“) for w E W. 
One knows [4, Theorem 21 that 
E = 1 (-l)I~lqJK. (4.1) 
We may deduce this formula as well as a more general formula [5, Theorem l] 
from Theorem 1 as follows. Let w,, E W be the unique element of maximal 
length [I, Chap. 6, Sect. 1, Proposition 17, Corollary 31. Then Z(w,s) < Z(w,) 
for all s E S and w,, is uniquely characterized by this property. If we choose 
J to be the empty set in (1.3) we get 
w, = c (-1)wQ. 
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Thus to prove (4.1) we must show 
qw,> = c. 
Since 8 is a ring homomorphism and wo2 = 1, we have B(zQ2 = 1. 
Let x1 ,..., xt be the irreducible characters of W. Since the ring B consists 
of generalized characters and B(w,) E B we may write 0(w,) = C:=, aixi 
where ai E Z. Since e(w,,) is real valued we have 
1 w = qw,) eb) = c ~~~~~~~~ 
where lW is the principal character. Since (1, , xiz) = (xi , xj) = aij by 
the orthogonality relation, comparing the multiplicity of 1 W on both sides 
of the preceding formula gives 1 = 2 ai2. Since the ai are integers we con- 
clude that B(ws) = ax, where a = fl and x is an irreducible character. 
Let I5 be the principal character of W, and let eJ be the restriction of E 
to W, . By Frobenius reciprocity, 
u(e, x) = c (--l)~fqe, fpK) = 1 (-l)‘“‘(Q) 1K) = 1 
since cg f lK when K is nonempty. Since (E, x) = 0 for x f E we must 
have x = E. Then a = U(E, l ) = 1 so e(w,J = E. This proves (4.1). 
If J is any subset of S then YJwO = YJ , and hence yJwo = yj , where 1 
is the complement of J in S. Since 6 is a ring homomorphism we conclude 
that O(yJ)E = B(yg). This is the generalization of (4.1) proved in [5]. 
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